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The terms ‘radiation’ and ‘radioactivity’ are often interchangeable in the public mind. Because of 

its invisibility, radiation is commonly feared. A more objective evaluation of risks and bene� ts is 

encouraged through developing an understanding of the many practical uses of radioactive materials.

The module begins by considering the evidence of a nuclear model of the atom, including Rutherford’s 

alpha particle scattering experiment. This topic then uses ideas about fusion and nuclear energy to 

introduce Einstein’s equation. The properties of alpha, beta and gamma radiation are investigated and 

ideas about half-life are developed.

The properties of ionising radiation lead to a consideration of some of its many uses and also risks, 

including nuclear � ssion.

Through the use of radioactive material in the health sector, candidates learn about its harmful 

effect on living cells and how it can be handled safely. In the context of health risks associated with 

irradiation and/or contamination by radioactive material, they also learn about the interpretation of data 

on risk.

3.4.3 Module P6: Radioactive materials

Topics

P6.1 Why are some materials radioactive?

Structure of the atom

Nuclear fusion

Alpha, beta and gamma radiation

Half-life

P6.2 How can radioactive materials be used and handled safely, including wastes?

Background radiation

Uses of radiation

Nuclear � ssion and nuclear power stations

This module offers opportunities to develop mathematics skills. For example:

 • develop a sense of scale in the context of the size of the constituents of an atom

 • carry out calculations using experimental data, including � nding the mean and the range

 • carry out calculations using fractions in half-life calculations

 • plot, draw and interpret graphs and charts from candidates’ own and secondary data

 • use ideas about probability in the context of risk.

Overview

Opportunities for mathematics
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This module offers opportunities for practical work in teaching and learning. For example:

 • investigations of the properties of ionising radiations

 • half-life of radioactive materials

 • modelling half-life, using ICT or dice throwing.

This module offers opportunities to illustrate the use of ICT in science. For example:

 • computer tomography used with gamma imaging

 • the role of computers in remote handling of highly radioactive waste.

Use of ICT in teaching and learning can include:

 • data logging to show decay of protactinium

 • animations to illustrate atomic structure and decay

 • video clips to illustrate key ideas of risk in the context of radioactive materials

 • animations to illustrate key processes in power stations.

Opportunities for practical work

Opportunities for ICT
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Module P6: Radioactive materials – Ideas about Science

Module P6 provides opportunities to develop candidates’ understanding of these Ideas about Science

1 Data: their importance and limitations

Candidates should understand that: A candidate who understands this can, for 

example:

1.1 • data are crucial to science. The search for 

explanations starts from data; and data are 

collected to test proposed explanations.

• use data rather than opinion if asked to 

justify an explanation

• outline how a proposed scienti� c explanation 

has been (or might be) tested, referring 

appropriately to the role of data.

1.2 • we can never be sure that a measurement 

tells us the true value of the quantity being 

measured.

• suggest reasons why a given measurement 

may not be the true value of the quantity 

being measured.

1.3 • if we make several measurements of any 

quantity, these are likely to vary.

• suggest reasons why several measurements 

of the same quantity may give different 

values

• when asked to evaluate data, make 

reference to its repeatability and/or 

reproducibility.

1.4 • the mean of several repeat measurements 

is a good estimate of the true value of the 

quantity being measured.

• calculate the mean of a set of repeated 

measurements

• from a set of repeated measurements of a 

quantity, use the mean as the best estimate 

of the true value

• explain why repeating measurements leads 

to a better estimate of the quantity.

1.5 • from a set of repeated measurements of a 

quantity, it is possible to estimate a range 

within which the true value probably lies.

• from a set of repeated measurements of 

a quantity, make a sensible suggestion 

about the range within which the true value 

probably lies and explain this

• when discussing the evidence that a 

quantity measured under two different 

conditions has (or has not) changed, 

makes appropriate reference both to the 

difference in means and to the variation 

within each set of measurements.

1.6 • if a measurement lies well outside the range 

within which the others in a set of repeats 

lie, or is off a graph line on which the others 

lie, this is a sign that it may be incorrect. 

If possible, it should be checked. If not, it 

should be used unless there is a speci� c 

reason to doubt its accuracy.

• identify any outliers in a set of data

• treat an outlier as data unless there is a 

reason for doubting its accuracy

• discuss and defend the decision to 

discard or to retain an outlier.
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2 Cause-effect explanations

Candidates should understand that: A candidate who understands this can, for 

example:

2.1 • it is often useful to think about processes 

in terms of factors which may affect an 

outcome (or input variables which may affect 

an outcome variable).

• in a given context, identify the outcome and 

factors that may affect it

• in a given context, suggest how an outcome 

might alter when a factor is changed.

2.2 • to investigate the relationship between a 

factor and an outcome, it is important to 

control all the other factors which we think 

might affect the outcome (a so-called ‘fair 

test’).

• identify, in a plan for an investigation of the 

effect of a factor on an outcome, the fact 

that other factors are controlled as a positive 

design feature, or the fact that they are not 

as a design � aw

• explain why it is necessary to control all the 

factors that might affect the outcome other 

than the one being investigated.

2.3 • if an outcome occurs when a speci� c factor 

is present, but does not when it is absent, 

or if an outcome variable increases (or 

decreases) steadily as an input variable 

increases, we say that there is a correlation 

between the two.

• suggest and explain an example from 

everyday life of a correlation between a 

factor and an outcome

• identify where a correlation exists when data 

are presented as text, as a graph, or in a 

table.

�  Examples may include both positive and 

negative correlations, but candidates will not 

be expected to know these terms.

2.4 • a correlation between a factor and an 

outcome does not necessarily mean that the 

factor causes the outcome; both might, for 

example, be caused by some other factor.

• use the ideas of correlation and cause when 

discussing data and show awareness that a 

correlation does not necessarily indicate a 

causal link

• identify, and suggest from everyday 

experience, examples of correlations 

between a factor and an outcome where the 

factor is (or is not) a plausible cause of the 

outcome

• explain why an observed correlation between 

a given factor and outcome does not 

necessarily mean that the factor causes the 

outcome.

2.5 • in some situations, a factor alters the chance 

(or probability) of an outcome, but does 

not invariably lead to it. We also call this a 

correlation.

• suggest factors that might increase the 

chance of a particular outcome in a given 

situation, but do not invariably lead to it

• explain why individual cases do not provide 

convincing evidence for or against a 

correlation.

2.6 • to investigate a claim that a factor increases 

the chance (or probability) of an outcome, 

scientists compare samples (eg groups of 

people) that are matched on as many other 

factors as possible, or are chosen randomly 

so that other factors are equally likely in both 

samples. The larger the samples, the more 

con� dent we can be about any conclusions 

drawn.

• discuss whether given data suggest that 

a given factor does/does not increase the 

chance of a given outcome

• evaluate critically the design of a study to 

test if a given factor increases the chance of 

a given outcome, by commenting on sample 

size and how well the samples are matched.
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2 Cause-effect explanations

Candidates should understand that: A candidate who understands this can, for 

example:

2.7 • even when there is evidence that a factor 

is correlated with an outcome, scientists 

are unlikely to accept that it is a cause of 

the outcome, unless they can think of a 

plausible mechanism linking the two.

• identify the presence (or absence) of 

a plausible mechanism as reasonable 

grounds for accepting (or rejecting) 

a claim that a factor is a cause of an 

outcome.

5 Risk

5.1 • everything we do carries a certain risk of 

accident or harm. Nothing is risk free. New 

technologies and processes based on 

scienti� c advances often introduce new risks.

• explain why it is impossible for anything to be 

completely safe

• identify examples of risks which arise from a 

new scienti� c or technological advance

• suggest ways of reducing a given risk.

5.2 • we can sometimes assess the size of a risk 

by measuring its chance of occurring in a 

large sample, over a given period of time.

• interpret and discuss information on the size 

of risks, presented in different ways.

5.3 • to make a decision about a particular risk, we 

need to take account both of the chance of it 

happening and the consequences if it did.

• discuss a given risk, taking account of 

both the chance of it occurring and the 

consequences if it did.

5.4 • to make a decision about a course of action, 

we need to take account of both its risks and 

bene� ts, to the different individuals or groups 

involved.

• identify risks and bene� ts in a given situation, 

to the different individuals and groups 

involved

• discuss a course of action, with reference to 

its risks and bene� ts, taking account of who 

bene� ts and who takes the risks

• suggest bene� ts of activities that are known 

to have risk.

5.5 • people are generally more willing to 

accept the risk associated with something 

they choose to do than something that is 

imposed, and to accept risks that have short-

lived effects rather than long-lasting ones.

• offer reasons for people’s willingness (or 

reluctance) to accept the risk of a given 

activity

5.6 • people’s perception of the size of a 

particular risk may be different from the 

statistically estimated risk. People tend to 

over-estimate the risk of unfamiliar things 

(like � ying as compared with cycling), 

and of things whose effect is invisible or 

long-term (like ionising radiation).

• distinguish between perceived and 

calculated risk, when discussing personal 

choices

• suggest reasons for given examples 

of differences between perceived and 

measured risk.

5.7 • governments and public bodies may have 

to assess what level of risk is acceptable in 

a particular situation. This decision may be 

controversial, especially if those most at risk 

are not those who bene� t.

• discuss the public regulation of risk, and 

explain why it may in some situations be 

controversial.
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6 Making decisions about science and technology

Candidates should understand that: A candidate who understands this can, for 

example:

6.1 • science-based technology provides people 

with many things that they value, and 

which enhance the quality of life. Some 

applications of science can, however, have 

unintended and undesirable impacts on the 

quality of life or the environment. Bene� ts 

need to be weighed against costs.

• in a particular context, identify the groups 

affected and the main bene� ts and costs of a 

course of action for each group

• suggest reasons why different decisions 

on the same issue might be appropriate 

in view of differences in social and 

economic context.

6.3 • in many areas of scienti� c work, the 

development and application of scienti� c 

knowledge are subject to of� cial regulations.

• in contexts where this is appropriate, show 

awareness of, and discuss, the of� cial 

regulation of scienti� c research and the 

application of scienti� c knowledge.

6.4 • some questions, such as those involving 

values, cannot be answered by science.

• distinguish questions which could in principle 

be answered using a scienti� c approach, 

from those which could not.
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Module P6: Radioactive materials

P6.1 Why are some materials radioactive?

1. recall that some elements emit ionising radiation all the time and are called radioactive

2. understand that radioactive elements are naturally found in the environment, contributing to 

background radiation

3. understand that an atom has a nucleus, made of protons and neutrons, which is surrounded 

by electrons

4. understand that the results of the Rutherford-Geiger-Marsden alpha particle scattering 

experiment provided evidence that a gold atom contains a small, massive, positive region (the 

nucleus)

5. understand that protons and neutrons are held together in the nucleus by a strong 

force which balances the repulsive electrostatic force between the protons

6. understand that, if brought close enough together, hydrogen nuclei can fuse into helium nuclei 

releasing energy, and that this is called nuclear fusion

7. understand that Einstein’s equation E = mc2 is used to calculate the energy released 

during nuclear fusion and � ssion (where E is the energy produced, m is the mass lost 

and c is the speed of light in a vacuum)

8. understand that every atom of any element has the same number of protons but the 

number of neutrons may differ, and that forms of the same element with different 

numbers of neutrons are called isotopes

9. understand that the behaviour of radioactive materials cannot be changed by chemical or 

physical processes

10. recall that three types of ionising radiation (alpha, beta and gamma) are emitted by radioactive 

materials and that alpha particles consist of two protons and two neutrons, and that 

beta particles are identical to electrons

11. recall the penetration properties of each type of radiation

12. describe radioactive materials in terms of the instability of the nucleus, radiation 

emitted and the element left behind

13. complete nuclear equations for alpha and beta decay

14. understand that, over time, the activity of radioactive sources decreases

15. understand the meaning of the term half-life

16. understand that radioactive elements have a wide range of half-life values

17. carry out simple calculations involving half-life.
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Module P6: Radioactive materials

P6.2 How can radioactive materials be used and handled safely, including wastes?

1. understand that ionising radiation can damage living cells and these may be killed or may 

become cancerous

2. understand that ionising radiation is able to break molecules into bits (called ions), which can 

then take part in other chemical reactions

3. recall and explain how ionising radiation can be used:

 a. to treat cancer

 b. to sterilise surgical instruments

 c. to sterilise food

 d. as a tracer in the body.

4. recall that radiation dose (in sieverts) (based on both amount and type of radiation) is a 

measure of the possible harm done to your body

5. interpret given data on risk related to radiation dose

6. understand that radioactive materials expose people to risk by irradiation and contamination

7. understand that we are irradiated and contaminated by radioactive materials all the time and 

recall the main sources of this background radiation

8. relate ideas about half-life and background radiation to the time taken for a radioactive source 

to become safe

9. recall categories of people who are regularly exposed to risk of radiation and that their 

exposure is carefully monitored, including radiographers and workers in nuclear power 

stations

10. understand that a nuclear fuel is one in which energy is released by changes in the nucleus

11. know that in nuclear � ssion a neutron splits a large and unstable nucleus (limited to 

uranium and plutonium) into two smaller parts, roughly equal in size, releasing more 

neutrons

12. recall that the amount of energy released during nuclear � ssion is much greater than that 

released in a chemical reaction involving a similar mass of material

13. understand how the nuclear � ssion process in nuclear power stations is controlled, 

and use the terms chain reaction, fuel rod, control rod and coolant

14. understand that nuclear power stations produce radioactive waste

15. understand that nuclear wastes are categorised as high level, intermediate level and low level, 

and relate this to disposal methods.


